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The purpose of this paper is to initiate the study of improjective modules. A module X is
im-projective if given any epimorphism/: B-> A and any homomorphism/: X-> A, there exists
a homomorphism h: X—>- B such thatfh(X) =2 g(X). The class of improjective modules is shown
to be closed under direct sums, and to contain the principal right ideals of a ring R for which
xR = x2R and the class of modules which are epi-equivalent to projective modules. A module is
shown to be projective if and only if it is im-projective and quasi-projective. Completely reducible
rings are characterized as rings for which every im-projective module is projective. Finally, we
prove that if R is a ring in which each homogeneous component is finitely generated, then every
finitely generated projective module is directly finite if and only if every module epi-equivalent
to a finitely generated projective module is projective. This result allows us to reformulate a well
known open problem on finitely generated directly finite projective modules over a von Neumann
regular ring in terms of im-projective modules.
V clanku se zavadi a studuje pojem im-projektivniho modulu. Modul X se nazyva improjektivni, jestlize ke kazdym dvema homomorfizmumf: B^> A, g: X-> A, kdefje epi, existuje
homomorfizmus h: X-^ B takovy, zefh(X) — g(X).
H3ynaeTCfl noHurrae im-npoeKTHBHoro uojiyjm. Mojiyjib XHa;3i>iBaeTCH im-npoeKTHBHbiM, ecjni
AJIH Bcuncoro 3imMop<j)H3Ma f:B->

A H BCHKOTO roMOMOp<J)H3Ma g : X—> A cymeCTByeT TOMO-

M0pcj)H3M h : X-> B TaKoft, wrofh(X)

— g(X).

In what follows R will denote an associative ring with unity, and modules are
unital right K-modules. For modules X and Y, X = Y, X ~ Y, XN, X = Ysymbolize
X is a submodule of Y, X is K-isomorphic to Y, the direct sum of N copies of X,
and X is epi-equivalent to Y (i.e. there are epimorphisms / : X -> Y and g: Y-> X),
respectively. A module X is called strictly im-projective if X is im-projective but not
projective. A homogeneous component of a module X is the sum of all submodules
which are isomorphic to a fixed minimal submodule of X. The right annihilator of
a set S in R will be denoted by ann R (5). A sequence

..._>x -4 y i z - ...
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of homomorphisms is said to be (semi-)exact if and only if the image of the input
homomorphism (is contained in) equals the kernel of the output homomorphism at
every module other than the ends of the sequence.

I. Characteristics and examples

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a module, then the following are equivalent:
(i) X is im-projective.
(ii) There exists a projective module F and homomorphisms/: F -> X and h: X ->
->F such that fh(X)

= X.

(iii) Given any epimorphism / : B -> A and any homomorphism g:X -> A there
exists an epimorphism k: X -> X and a homomorphism h: X -> B such that
fh(s) = g k(s) for all s e X.
(iv) For every epimorphism/: 7-> X, Y = X + K e r / where X is a homomorphic
image of X (hence X is epi-equivalent to X).
(v) There exists a projective module F such that F = M 4- K where M is a homomorphic image of FJK and X is epi-equivalent to M (hence M is epi-equivalent
to F/K).
(vi) There exists a projective module F and g e End(F) such that g2(F) = g(F)
and X is epi-equivalent to g(F).
(vii) There exists a projective module F a n d / , h e End(F) such t h a t / 2 h = / a n d X
is epi-equivalent to /(F).
(viii) There exist elements {xt\iel}
in X and homormorphisms {qt\iel}
in
Hom(X, R) such that for each y e X there exists s e X, depending on y, such
that y = Yuxi 4i(s) anc * qi(5) = 0 for all but finitely many i el.
(ix) For every exact sequence X -^> A -> C and any exact sequence B -> Al -> 0
there is an induced semi-exact sequence X -> B -> C such that K -> A -> C
is exact.
Proof. The proof can be done in the following sequence: i => ii => iii => iv =>
=> v => vi => vii => ii => i, ii o vii, i o ix. We will indicate only parts of the proof
since the remainder is similar.
(ii => iii). There exists a projective module F and homomorphisms p: F -> X
and q:X -> F such that p q(X) = X. Since F is projective there exists a homomorphism h: F -> B such that //i = #p. Therefore /Hq = gpq. Let h = hq and
k = Pg- Consequently/h = gk.
(ii => viii). In condition (ii) the projective module F can be taken to be free.
Let yeX. From (ii) there exists seX such that fh(s) = y. Then h(s) e F and h(s) =
= Yjiri where {tt | i e 1} is a basis for F and r^ e K. Hence >> = fh(s) = £/(*,) r i =
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— y x . r - == Z x » ^*(s) w ^ e r e {xi | * e / } is a set of generators for X and ay. X -> .R is
defined by qi(*) = <r f o r all x e X where h(x) = £ f ^ and ct e R.
(ix => i). Consider the exact sequence X -• A -> A/lm g where d is the natural
epimorphism. Let / : B -• A. be an epimorphism. Then there exists h:X -+ B such
that K ^ A -> A/Im a is exact. Hence I m / h = Ker d = Im g. Consequently, X is
im-projective. This completes the proof.
From Theorem 1.1 (ii) we observe that any module epi-equivalent to an improjective is itself im-projective, and if X = P where P is projective then X =
= P © K with P ~ P. Part (iii) shows that every im-projective module is pseudoprojective in the sense of [3] and [4]. Part (viii) is a generalization of the Dual Basis
Lemma.
Corollary 1.2. Let xR be a principal right ideal of R, and let X be a cyclic module.
Then:
(i) X is im-projective if and only if X is epi-equivalent to xR where xR = x2R.
(ii) xR = x2R if and only if R = xR -f- ann R (x).
(iii) If xR is a maximal right ideal then xR is im-projective if and only if ann R (x) $
$ xR.
Thus if R is a p.p. ring (i.e. every principal right ideal is projective), then every
cyclic im-projective module is epi-equivalent to a direct summand of R. Also, if R
is fully idempotent (i.e. I = I2 for all ideals of R) then every principal right ideal
which is an ideal is im-projective.
Example 1.3. Let R be a ring such that R = A © B with R ~ A ~ B (e.g. the endomorphism ring of an infinite dimensional vector space over a field) [6]. Since R is
not completely reducible there exists a maximal right ideal K which is not a direct
summand of R [9, p. 67]. Then R © RJK = R. Thus R © RJK is a cyclic strictly
im-projective module which is a direct sum of a projective module and a simple,
hence quasi-projective, module.
Corollary 1.4. If R is a (semi-) hereditary or a right perfect ring then a (finitely
generated) module is im-projective if and only if it is epi-equivalent to a projective
module.
Proof. If R is (semi-) hereditary then every (finitely generated) submodule of
a projective module is projective. If R is right perfect then every module has a projective cover. The result now follows from Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 1.5. Let M be a module and F be an infinitely generated free module such
that M is a homomorphic image of F. Then M © F is epi-equivalent to F, hence
M © F is im-projective.
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Proof. Since F is infinitely generated, F ~ F ® F. There exists an epimorphism
f: F 0 F -» M ® F. Consequently, F = M ® F.
Theorem 1.6. A direct sum of im-projective modules is im-projective.
Proof. Let {Xt \iel} be a set of im-projective modules. From Theorem 1.1
for each i el there exists a projective module Ft and homomorphisms ft: Ft -> Xt
and hi'.Xi -> Ft such that ft ht(X^ = Xt. Therefore there exists homomorphisms
/ : ®ieiFt -* ®ieiXi and h: ®ieIXt -> e ^ F , such that fh(®ieIX)
= ®ieIXi. Since
®ieIFt is projective, then ®ieIXi is im-projective by Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 1.7. Let G be a non-projective generator then there exists a cardinal
number N such that the direct sum of N copies of G is strictly im-projective.
Proof. Let G be a generator. By [1, p. 112] Gn ~ R ® L where n is a natural
number. There exists an infinite cardinal number N such that there is an epimorphism
f: RN —> Gn. But then there is an epimorphism / : (RN)N -> (Gn)N, and an epimorphism
g: (Gn)N -> RN. However (R^N ~ RN and (Gnf c^ GN. Consequently, RN = GN.
Therefore GN is im-projective.

II. Im-projectivity equivalent to projectivity

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a module. Then X is projective if and only if X is im-projective
and for every epimorphism k e End(X) there exists g e End(X) such that kg is an
automorphism.
Proof. Assume X is im-projective and for every epimorphism k e End(X) there
exists g e End(X) such that kg is an automorphism. From Theorem 1.1 (ii), there
exists a projective module F and homomorphisms/: F -> X and h: X -> F such that
fh(X) = X. Hence there exists g e End(X) such that fhg is an automorphism.
Therefore F = Im hg ® Kerf and X ~ Im hg. Consequently, X is projective. The
converse is obvious.
Corollary 2.2. A module is projective if and only if it is im-projective and quasiprojective.
Corollary 2.3. If X is im-projective and dual continuous, then X is projective.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 and the definition of a dual continuous module [10].
Corollary 2.3 has no converse since there are projective modules which are not
dual continuous [10].
A module is hopfian if every onto endomorphism is an automorphism (e.g. any
noetherian module is hopfian) [11]- For projective modules the hopfian condition
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is equivalent to the directly finite condition (i.e. a module is directly finite if it is not
isomorphic to any proper direct summand of itself [7, p. 49]. Also, if A = B and
either A or B is hopfian then A ~ B. From Theorem 2.1 it follows that a hopfian
im-projective module is projective.
Proposition 2.4. Let P be a projective module which is epi-equivalent to X. If P or X
is directly finite, then P is isomorphic to X.
Proof. Routine.
Theorem 2.5. The following are equivalent:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

R is completely reducible,
Every im-projective module is projective.
Every module epi-equivalent to a projective module is projective,
Every module is im-projective.
Every simple module is im-projective.

Proof, (i) implies (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) because a ring is completely reducible if and
only if every module is projective. By Theorem 1.1, ii => iii. By Proposition 1.5,
iii => i.
(iv & v => i). Every simple module is im-projective and hopfian. Thus every
simple module is projective. Hence every maximal right ideal is a direct summand
of R. By [9, p. 67] R is completely reducible. This completes the proof.
Example 1.3 shows that not every finitely generated im-projective module is
projective. However there is a large class of rings in which finitely generated improjective modules are projective, such a ring will be called a FIMP ring.
Theorem 2.6. The following types of rings are FIMP:
(i) Commutative rings,
(ii) Right noetherian rings,
(iii) Ssmiperfect rings,
(iv) Unit regular rings,
(v) Semifirs.
(vi) Rings which have finite Goldie dimension and for which each finitely generated
im-projective module is epiequivalent to a projective module (e.g. semihereditary
rings with finite Goldie dimension).
Proof, (i and ii). If R is commutative or right noetherian, then every finitely
generated module is hopfian [16] and [9, p. 23].
(iii). If R is semiperfect, then every finitely generated im-projective module is
epi-equivalent to its projective cover. From [15], every finitely generated projective
module is hopfian. Hence every finitely generated im-projective module is isomorphic
to its projective cover.
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(iv). If R is unit regular, then it is semihereditary and every finitely generated
projective module is directly finite [7, p. 50]. By Corollary 1.4 and Proposition 2.4,
R is FIMP.
(v). From [6, p. 218], it follows that a semifir is FIMP.
(vi). If R has finite Goldie dimension then every finitely generated projective
module is directly finite. By Proposition 2.4, R is FIMP. This completes the proof.
From [6], a ring has IBN (i.e. invariant basis number) if the rank of any free
module is uniquely determined. Any noetherian ring is IBN.
Proposition 2.7. Let R be a ring such that every finitely generated module which is
epi-equivalent to a projective module is projective. Then R is IBN. In particular,
FIMP rings are IBN.
Proof. Assume every finitely generated module which is epi-equivalent to a projective module is projective, but R is not IBN. Then there exist positive integers n
and p such that Rn ~ Rn+P. Also, since R is not completely reducible there exists
a nonzero A ^ R such that RJA is not projective. There exist epimorphismsf: Rn+P ->
_> Rn + p-l

^

R jA

and

g. Rn

+ p-l

0

RJA

_> Rn

Rence

Rn

._ Rn + p-l

@

RJ^

j

^

Rn+P-i

0 RjA j s strictly im-projective and finitely generated. Contradiction!
Consequently R is IBN.

Proposition 2.8. In the following types of rings every cyclic im-projective module is
projective:
(i) FIMP rings.
(ii) Reduced rings,
(iii) Directly finite p.p. rings.
Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 2.4.
In [6], Cohn has constructed domains which are not IBN. Hence, by Proposition
2.8 (ii), these are examples of non-FIMP rings in which each cyclic im-projective
module is projective. Thus we see that the finitely generated condition in Proposition
2.7 cannot be relaxed to a cyclic condition.

III. Applications

Theorem 3.1. Let P be a projective module which is not directly finite. Then there
exists K 4= 0 such that P = P © K where P is isomorphic to P, and one and only
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) There exists X g P such that PJX is epi-equivalent to P where PJX is strictly
im-projective.
(ii) For any decomposition of the form P = P © K where P is isomorphic to P,
then K is a completely reducible module.
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Proof, (not i => ii). Suppose P = P © H where P ~ P. Let A = H. Then there
exists an epimorphism f: P]A -> P. Therefore P]A = P. Hence P/A is projective.
Hence A is a direct summand of P. Thus A is a direct summand of H. Consequently,
H is completely reducible.
(i => not ii). Assume P]X = P where P]X is strictly im-projective. Then there
exists H = X such that P]H ~ P. Hence P = P ®H where P ~ P. If if is completely
reducible, then X is a direct summand of P. Thus P]X is projective. Contradiction!
Thus H is not completely reducible. Consequently, part (ii) is not satisfied. This
completes the proof.
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a ring in which every homogeneous component is finitely
generated. Then every finitely generated projective module is directly finite if and only
if every module which is epi-equivalent to a finitely generated projective module is
projective. In particular, R is directly finite if and only if every module which is epiequivalent to a cyclic projective module is projective.
Proof. If every finitely generated projective module is directly finite, then by
Proposition 2.4 every module which is epi-equivalent to a finitely generated projective
module is projective. Conversely, suppose that every module which is epi-equivalent
to a finitely generated projective module is projective. Let P be a finitely generated
projective module which is not directly finite. From Theorem 3.1, P = P © K
where P ~ P and K =# 0 is completely reducible. By an induction argument, for any
positive integer n there exists Pn and Xn such that P = Pn © Xn9 Pn ~ P and Xn =
n

= © K£ with Kt ~ K for i = 1, 2, ..., n. But this contradicts the fact that every
i = i

homogeneous component of R is finitely generated [I, pp. 119, 110, 111]. Consequently, every finitely generated projective module is directly finite. In the cyclic case,
the proof is similar.
Corollary 3.3. Let R be a semihereditary ring in which every homogeneous component is finitely generated. Then every finitely generated projective module is directly
finite if and only if R is a FIMP ring.
Proof. Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 1.4.
Corollary 3.3 allows us to give the following equivalent formulation of problem 1
in [7, p. 344]: If R is a simple directly finite regular ring, is R a FIMP ring? Hence
an example of a finitely generated strictly im-projective module over a simple directly
finite regular ring would provide a negative answer. We observe, from Corollary 3.2,
that such an example could not be cyclic.
In [6] Cohn gives examples of IBN domains which have a non-hopfian finitely
generated free module. Since a domain has zero socle, it follows from Theorem 3.1
that these domains have a strictly im-projective module which is epi-equivalent to
a finitely generated free module. Hence these domains are not FIMP although every
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cyclic im-projective module is projective by Proposition 2.8. Thus Proposition 2.7
has no converse.
Two problems which naturally arose in this work are to determine "nice"
characterizations of:
1. Rings for which every (finitely generated) im-projective module is epi-equivalent
to a projective module.
2. FIMP rings and rings in which every module which is epi-equivalent to a finitely
generated projective module is projective.
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